HOORAY! For the bestest holiday in the WHOLE world. We started in the wonderful wilds of Tassie then braved the big waves of Bass Strait in a tiny ferry, and then travelled all the way to the very tip of the Top End. On the way we saw the most AMAZING places, even a whole town underground! Join us on our crazy cross-country trip from Tassie to the Top End.

The world’s most beautiful city meets the world’s most startling chicken....... Not since Quasimodo has Paris been host to a monster of such charm. In typical exuberant style, Hobbs takes us abroad with the gentlemanly Mr Chicken, who tours the magnifique sights of Paris unaware that his enormous top-hatted self is the most astonishing spectacle of all. Joyously colourful, brilliantly observed, hilariously wry, Mr Chicken Goes to Paris is Leigh Hobbs’ masterpiece.

Escaping from a gang of bullies, our Boy slips into a grand old gallery – the perfect hiding place, full of mystery and treasures. Enchanted by magic of paintings and befriended by a mischievous dog, the Boy ventures into the world of a famous Vermeer painting- and his new friend are transported to Little Street, Delft in seventeenth century Holland.

‘When the laces are tied, your shoes will be ready.’ For a world where nothing seems to last, here is a tale that will stay with you forever.

This is the story of Isabella’s garden. And what happens when a small seed is planted ..........

Lyrebird, Coucal, Pitta and Nightjar are birds of the forest floor. Although as different as it is possible to be from one another, they always look out for danger and warn each other. But one day, only Nightjar is watching. Can he warn the others in time? A timeless fable with a contemporary twist.